Taylor I1 is a menu-driven simulation package mainly used in manufacturing and logistics. It is developed for the analysis and quantitative evaluation of complex processes especially of those with a dynamic character. A lot of applications in different industries show that there is an increasing need for simulation tools. This paper will demonstrate the process of building, analysing and presenting models of real world systems with Taylor 11.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays companies spend a lot of time and money to obtain highest performance from machines and plants. Besides expensive and complicated techniques, there are catchwords like flexibility, just-in-time, lean production, etc. All these terms are based on the optimization of delivery reliability, throughput times, stocks, utilization: i.e. costs. The problem is that it is often nearly impossible to make a quantitative approach to these characteristics. Two factors are responsible: the first is complexity. With an increasing number of components being in relationship to each other, it becomes more and more difficult to describe the system mathematically. When the second factor, uncertainty, is involved, even analytical methods fail. Uncertainties have different reasons: machine breakdowns, varying cycle times and batch sizes, waste and reject, etc. If a system is subject to these kinds of influences, it is called a stochastic process with a dynamic character. Throughput times, buffer sizes, the effects of resources influencing each other cannot be determined with conventional methods. Here, at least, you have to resort to assumptions, experience and intuition, although a better insight would be desirable. At least both possibilities of a bad system dimension, too high and too low, cause much costs. For these problems simulation can be a powerful tool to justify decisions or even prevent you from taking wrong decisions.
Taylor I1 is a package for the simulation of discrete event systems in manufacturing and logistics. In general, you can simulate all kinds of systems in which discrete entities are to be processed, transported and stored (queueing systems). Usually these entities are parts, tools, pallets, etc. This shows that Taylor I1 is not limited to specific industries; besides manufacturing there are applications in distribution centres, harbours, airports, etc. Even in administration, simulation can be useful. Think of people or documents (information) which can be represented by entities too.
Taylor is a Dutch product, developed by F&H Logistics and Automation B.V. in Tilburg since 1986. The package is installed in more than 400 companies and educational institutes. In mid 1992, the package, now called Taylor I1 received a complete new structure and integrates all necessary functions for a simulation study. There is one platform for modeling, simulation, animation, analysis and presentation. In the following part all important functions will be described.
BUILDING A MODEL
Working with Taylor I1 usually starts with building a model. All model building is menu driven. A model represents a real world system which is to be studied. In practice, this representation is often going to be simplified. 
Layout and Routings
Defining a layout is the first step when building a model. A layout contains a number of different element types, that you can position in different sizes, and in any place, on your screen. The following element types are available in Taylor 11: inout, machine, buffer, conveyor, transport, path, aid, warehouse and reservoir. Choosing a type depends on the function in the real world system. A machine is the general purpose representation for any kind of operation so that a machine could be a robot, a mill, a counter, etc. Inout-elements represent entries and exists (siddsources) in a model. They can generate and 'eat' products freely. A buffer is for storage, transport and conveyor represent continous and discontinious transportation. Aid-elements are generally used to be assigned to other elements. An aid could be an operator. Warehouse and reservoir are buffers with some special functions. In a warehouse you can place products at a specific location, which is described by a number of cells horizontally and vertically. In a reservoir there is the possibility to define open/close control levels. Each element that is placed in the layout gets one job automatically.
When necessary other jobs can be assigned later.
Besides the cycle time a job also describes how an operation is done concerning input batch, additional resources etc. Now one or more routings are to be defined. By selecting the elements one after another you describe the path the products follow in the model. In most models the routings roughly reflect the flow of products because there are a number of product types taking (nearly) the same path and you can specify differences later. In some applications you have to handle a large number of product types all using different routings i.e. in a job shop. In this case Taylor I1 offers the possibility to process routing descriptions from external files.
Detailing the Model
The second step is to detail the model. This means that you have to enter all kinds of parameters describing the behaviour of the model and that differ from the default settings. Usually you only need some of the parameters so that it's not necessary to fill a lot of masks before starting the model for the first time.
Most of the parameters are related to the fundamental entities discussed above. Element parameters describe the behaviour of the elements: what kind of element it is, stochastic (breakdowns) and deterministic (shifts, pauses) availability, how many products it can store, fixed and variable costs, how it selects its next task, etc. The job parameters are similar. Many systems seem to be quite simple. When looking at details you often find different kinds of rules and strategies to take decisions. That is the reason why implementing these decision points takes most of the modeling time. An important aspect in this phase is the way a simulation tool supports the user. Two items have to be discussed: high flexibility for implementing control logics and easy to test right working of the model (verification). Besides special functions for verification the online-animation in Taylor I1 plays a large part. When the layout and the routings are finished, animation is available immediately. All changes in the model can be seen on the screen at once. The user is able to detail and to test the model step by step until the model runs according to his wish.
Every company producing simulation software is in a dilemma when developing a concept for control logics. The software should be easy to use, on the other hand the system should allow all possible constructions. These two aspects are hard to combine. Distributors go different ways from fixed implemented strategies or decision tables to interfaces for programming languages or combinations of them. Besides a number of default strategies Taylor I1 uses a macro language TLI (Taylor Language Interface). TLI is an easy to use kind of a programming language that allows you to modify the model's behaviour powerfully in combination with simulation-specific predefined and user-definable variables. TLI is used at element, job and routing level. There is also the possibility to use TLI interactively during a simulation run to make queries and updates. An interface to own routines written in C , Basic, Pascal etc. is also available. Typical situations in which the routings have to be modified are loops (i.e. rework), selecting elements as a result of a certain status, assembly, disassembly, etc. Taylor I1 can send products from each stage in the model to each other in each quantity. For this purpose the user has direct access to all adresses in a routing and replaces the (in most cases) fixed values by expressions of the following form:
select number with condition from list order expression quantity list location list These so called select statements are used for sending and receiving products. The italic parts in this structure can be values or other expressions. Selections can also be nested. This offers many possibilities for order picking, assembly and complex guiding and receiving strategies. Some examples:
machines. Only machines with a stock less than 5 are taken into consideration.
Elements can be described by fixed acceptance rules for picking products or other TLI-user-definable. rules and strategies for the entry and exit of products. Examples:
Entry condition: plan from file
The element chooses the next order from a list stored in a disk file.
XI-entry condition: time I 600 < 120
A conveyor accepts products only for the first 120 sec in a 600 sec interval. I stands for modulo. The expression is true for 120 sec.
Product types are described by a code (in combination with an icon) and by size (important for conveyors). Sometimes it is necessary that products get individual information or signs. Information could be a delivery date, priority, state of work, etc. For this purpose products are coupled with attributes. Attributes can also work as a pointer to a matrix in which i.e. cycletimes are stored. This enlarges the amount of possible information enormously. Querying and updating of the attributes are done at the jobs by evaluating triggers. A trigger is one (or more) simple line(s) of text with a TLI-expression. Triggers can be evaluated nearly every time an event is scheduled. They can influence products (with their attributes) or the model status itself. Examples:
select I from 3,4,5 Trigger on Entry: curcycle[J]: =att2[C]
One product will be sent to machine 3, 4 or 5.
select I from 3,4,5 order -utilization@]
The cycle time of the order is stored in the 2nd attribute and is assigned when the product enters the job.
The same as above, but the machine with the lowest Assume that a model is built with Taylor 11. Now utilization has the highest priority.
starts the actual simulation, apart from the (little) simulation when testing the model. In some experiments you may want to study alternatives of a system. Then the models should run with identical conditions and for this purpose it could be necessary that all generators generate the same sequence of random numbers (repetitive). Taylor I1 is fully event-orientated. This means that the time between two events (i.e. beginning and ending of an operation) needs no CPU time. An internal event list makes sure that all changes in status are evaluated.
For every simulation run the start situation is free to define. Products can be stored in any quantity at any place in the model. To reduce the warm-up period (moment of time that a model runs with stable status) you can make a warmstart. For a number of various runs you can define a batchrun.
During simulation you can mom, pan and rotate freely, stop the simulation, make modifications and then continue. A model can be simulated during a certain period of time or until a special (user-defined) condition is met.
The time representation is fully user-definable (i.e. week 8; tue; 8:30,2) and is displayed by an analog and digital clock. With the single-step-mode you can trace your model in detail or you use the conditional single-step for watching a part of the model only. While simulating you can interactively change the screen output, ranging from no information (as fast as possible), via statistics and simple animation to full animation. With full animation you see each product moving from stage to stage or queueing in the system. Taylor I1 automatically keeps track of a large number of common statistics like utilization, waiting times, etc. Default and user-defined statistics can be displayed as numbers or as dynamically changing graphs. Especially the dynamic graphs are a powerful method for determing the end of the warm-up period. Taylor I1 can also keep track of any kind of variables you want and display them after the simulation run.
ANALYSIS
For a correct description of a model, a number of input data is required like arrival times, cycletimes, breakdown failures etc. Often these data exist in protocols, databases etc. But the question is: is there enough data to characterize a process well or are they only a part of reality ? That means a detailed analysis with statistical methods should be done first. Taylor can read in datasets and analyse them. Two important parameters are the average value and the standard deviation. Another point is the statistical distribution which fits best. A built in routine automatically makes a distribution suggestion for the dataset and displays this distribution depending on the type, in continuous or discrete form on the screen. Typical information you get from a simulation study are utilizations, throughput times, production per period and costs. The results are available in different ways:
Tabular reports: contents and form are predefined, but may be changed by the user.
TLI reports: containing a mixture of explanation, results and illus-tration or giving specific results.
Queries: all results can be queried with TLI interactively (in-cluding minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation).
Predefined graphs: wait time histogram, queue graph, status diagram, utilization pie, etc.
User-defined graphs: representation of any kind of data like throughput times, costs, etc.
Graphs can be displayed in over 10 types of general purpose representation: histograms, bar graphs, x-y-plots, pie charts etc. including averages (whole and cumulative), standard deviation and so on. All reports and graphs can be sent to screen, diskfile and printer or you can export these data for use in other programs.
ANIMATION
In the past animation has been treated as a nice but more or less unnecessary extra. Taylor I1 has an extensive built-in animation module. There are several reasons. Firstly, similar to the discussion in 2.2, the animation can be very useful (but generally not replace) for verifying a model. For this purpose the 2d-animation is available as soon as a routing is created. With little additional work 3d-animations are available too. They are useful when giving presentations to the management or customers (often more convincing than rough numbers) or in the educational sector. A number of ready-to-use 2d-and 3d-libraries come with the package.
With the built-in paintbox you can define your own icon-sets or draw background illustrations. The 3d-paint module allows you to change existing or to add 3d-element icons. Background drawings are automatically translated into vector files for scaling and rotating. Existing drawings can be imported into the HPGL format.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
In addition to the points above there are some special functions useful (not essentially necessary) for the daily work. When simulating a lot of alternative models with different parameters and settings you could lose your overview. For this purpose Taylor I1 generates a model documentation (text file) describing the whole model. Another important aid is the context-sensitive online help with index and page search facility. Besides stochastic arrival patterns, Taylor I1 can process external files (ASCII-file) with an unlimited number of deterministic product arrivals including arrival time, quantities and product attributes. This offers the possibility to simulate with real data. Special arrival patterns, think of seasonal influences or daily peaks, can be generated with genlink. Genlink generates an external file by taking samples from different distributions.
External files can also be used to define deterministic machine planning or routing specification (see 2.1). The handling with ASCII-files becomes easier with the integrated text editor.
The possibility to create self-running presentations allows you to build models which explain themselves. With a runtime-module you can give all models to other people that are participating in a simulation study.
Taylor .I1 version 2.0 includes several new features such as the possibility to use dynamic icons. The Taylor Language Interface has been extended to include the use of functions. There are also three new modules available. These are: Advanced Statistics (with an autofit module which tests distributions to fit data and an experiment module), Runtime Development Kit (allowing you to create customized applications) and the Animator (special 3D animation module with shaded animation).
SUMMARY
Taylor I1 integrates all functions necessary for a simulation study and combines in a simple manner high flexibility with ease of use without making concessions to functionality. 
